
 

 

Year One Punctuation Knowledge Organiser 

Compose a sentence orally before writing it. 

 

Sequence sentences in chronological order to 

recount an event or experience. 

 

What happened first? 

I went to the park. 

What happened next? 

I climbed a tree. 

Can you describe it? 

From the top of the tree I could 

see the clouds! 

What happened after that? 

I sat down with my friends and 

we ate an ice cream. 

What happened at the end? 

My legs were tired from 

climbing and I went home to 

sleep on the sofa! 

 

Begin to form lower case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place. 

Form capital letters and the digits 0-9. 

Take care over handwriting and presentation. 

 
I went to the park 

to climb a tree. 

Year One 

I went to the park to climb 

a tree. 



  

Year One Punctuation Knowledge Organiser 

Punctuation that should be second nature 

 

 

Iwenttothepark. 

 

I  went  to  the  park. 

Leave finger spaces between words  

Begin to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question mark or exclamation mark. 

 

 In the morning I brush my teeth. 

We went to the park. It was sun-

ny. 

Did you see the bird? It was very 

big! 

Capital letters 

at the 

beginning of a 

sentence. 

Use ‘and’ to join sentences together. 

I went to the park. I had an ice cream. 

I went to the park and I had an ice cream. 

The tree was green. It had many leaves. 

The tree was green and it had many leaves. 

In the morning I wash my face. I brush my teeth. 

In the morning I wash my face and I brush my teeth. 

 In the morning I brush my teeth 

I have a cat   She is fluffy 

Trees can have green leaves 

when it is summer   In autumn 

they can turn brown 

Full stop at 

the end of a 

sentence. 
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? ? Would you like to go to the cinema 

Can I play with you please 

When does the film start 

Where did you get that lovely hat 

How do I find my hat that was stolen 

by that naughty fish 

Does my hat match my clothes 

For when a 

question is 

asked. 
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! Bang    The fireworks were loud. 

 

We went to the park and played 

on the swings, but I fell off 

 

Let’s go 

For emphasis. 
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Have you spelt these tricky words correctly? 

are       ask     be      by     come     do       friend           full              go       has         he      here           

his      house         love        me          my         no       of          once       one       our 

pull       push       put            said         says        school        some        the        there 

they       to      today     was       we       were         where             you       your 


